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Abstract

This paper presents a protocol for efficient transac-
tion management in an environment of replicated au-
tonomous databases. Each replicated copy has owner-
ship over mutually exclusive portions of the database.
The protocol improves response time and throughput
by exploiting parallelism although reducing the de-
gree of transaction isolation. Most modifications to
the database are assumed to be on the locally owned
portion of the database, with only occasional nonlocal
writes/updates. Read operations , however can access
either local or nonlocal objects equally.

We are able to prove that users of our parallel repli-
cated database system can view it equivalent to that
of a single database providing "degree 2" transaction
isolation, i.e. the replication and parallelism is trans-
parent to the application programmer. The protocol
communication overheads are limited allowing it to be
efficiently implemented over even wide area networks.
Experimental results using a prototype demonstrat-
ing the performance improvements are presented.

1 Introduction

A database replicated on number of machines im-
proves transaction throughput1 as well as transaction
response time2 by parallelizing I/O accesses. The ma-

*This research was supported by BRNet Project, sponsored
by Department of Electronics, Government of India.

1 Transaction throughput of system is defined as the num-
ber of transactions which succeeded in a unit time frame i.e.
transaction success rate.

2 A transaction response time is the time difference between
the submission of the transaction to database system and re-
ceiving its result .

jority of techniques proposed for transaction process-
ing in replicated environment violate the autonomy
of local database schedulers. Usually, either one copy
serializability or some form of relaxed serializability
(which is often not clearly defined by the existing
protocols) is provided with potential improvements
in [2, 5] transaction performance. Thus, only by an-
alyzing the distributed protocol can the level of con-
sistency and/or degree of transaction isolation be un-
derstood.

We outline a replication strategy, applicable to
wide area networked environment, which preserves
the autonomy of local database schedulers i.e uses
database engines as black boxes. Moreover, the
behaviour of our scheme will be shown to be
equivalent to that of a single database providing
"SqLTxn-Read.Committed (Level 1)" as denned by
ANSI SQL, or "Degree 2" transaction isolation [3].
Degree 2 transaction isolation is weaker than strict
serializability; here the value of an object read by a
transaction can be altered and committed by another
transaction,

By showing equivalence to a single database model,
the replication and distribution can be effectively hid-
den from the application programmer, while exploit-
ing parallelism to improve transaction performance.
Further, to minimize the communication delays for
update propagation, which makes our scheme suit-
able for wide area replication, we exploit 'ownership'
semantics often present in applications where each
database copy has ownership over mutually exclusive
portions of a database i.e although a database is repli-
cated, it is logically partitioned.

In this ownership model, a transaction is assumed
to begin at a site which owns most of the data objects
modified by it, and executes on the site throughout
till it finishes. Certain applications such as 24 hour
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banking system, airline reservation etc. which have
inherent notion of ownership and also require high
performance, can also be programmed to perform cor-
rectly on a single database, with only degree 2 isola-
tion, and are therefore potential candidate for the use
of our protocol.

In our scheme, we ensure that data modifications
made by a transaction are sent to other copies only
after a transaction commits. This promises good re-
sponse time and better throughput. Nevertheless,
we prove that users are guaranteed a "Degree
2" transaction isolation view of the wide area
replicated database system. We assume of course
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Figure 1: Equivalent Serial System

that each local database engine individually provides
at least degree 2 isolation as shown in Fig 1.

2 Wide Area Replicated Protocol
(WARP)

We consider a database replicated over homoge-
neous machines. Each site has ownership over mutu-
ally exclusive portions of the database and a transac-
tion is assumed to begin at a site which owns most of
the data objects modified by the transaction. Users
submit on-line transactions to the parallel replicated
system unaware of the underlying replication. Each
machine is assumed to have an independent "black
box" database engine which stores the entire data
and handles local transaction processing. To ensure
the mutual consistency of database copies while also
preserving the autonomy of local database engine,
the transactions at each site are serialized in their
commit arrival order by executing a commit only
if no other commit is in execution, and their logs are
sent in this same order to other sites. Such a trans-
action's log when received is executed in single user
mode to ensure that if a transaction commits at its
originating site its effect will get reflected at other
sites without danger of aborting. A local database

engine is said to be working in single user mode when
no transactions except a batch transaction which ex-
ecutes a remote log is active a; the database engine.
While a local database engine is in single user mode,
new transactions on the database engine are delayed
until batch transactions finish. A site always enters
single user mode after finishing transactions which are
active at the time of receiving a foreign request/log.

2.1 Transaction Model

An application interacts with the system by mak-
ing database access through transactions. A transac-
tion is distinguished by its transaction id and denoted
as Tn. Operation which modifies the value of an ob-
ject is can be either an assignment ( or 'write') of a
value to an object or an updation (or 'update'). For
example x=5 is an assignment operation and xH—\-
which increment the object x is; an update operation.
Logical read, write and update operations on an ob-
ject OJ contained in a transaction Tj are denoted as
ri(oj), Wi(oj) and UJ(OJ, o^, o,.,,...) respectively. In
practice this amounts to requiring that each database
query such as "SELECT ..." or "UPDATE ..." is
classified as r, w, or u and tagged as such by the ap-
plication programmer.

A transaction's "type" can be readonly, update or
write depending on the type of the operations con-
tained in the transaction. A readonly transaction con-
tains only read operations. An update transaction
contains at least one update operation and a write
transaction contains no update operation.

The ordering of updates on an object is decided
solely by the owner of the object. An operation ini-
tiated at a site and accesses (modifies) only objects
owned by that site is local operation, otherwise it is
nonlocal operation. A transaction which issues only
local operations is referred to as a "local transaction",
otherwise it is a "nonlocal transaction".

2.2 Protocol

The protocol will achieve a part ial ordering of the
parallel transactions which will turn out to be equiva-
lent to a total ordering of the transactions as executed
on a hypothetical database providing degree 2 isola-
tion.

Two logs/transactions are said to be conflicting if
they have at least one modify operation on the same
object. The order of execution of two conflicting logs
sent from two different machines is a problem only
when neither machine has the other 's log before send-
ing its own. To decide a ordering of these logs on all
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the machines message crossing detection [4] is used,
additionally only nonlocal update transactions incur
an extra communication phase to get ordered with
respect to other update transactions.

The causal3 relationships among messages ex-
changed by different sites are captured using a "re-
ceive vector" at each site.:mi:RVi[l,.., N] such that
iiVifj] is the number of transactions's logs sent from
rrij and processed by rrn. RVi[i] is the number of
committed transactions at mi that have executed
write/update operations and have broadcasted their
logs to other machines. Also, there is a "timestamp
vector" associated with both a committed modify
transaction and an object at every site. The times-
tamp vector of of T; initiated at machine mp is de-
noted asIWi[l,.. ,N,type], where TsV{[1,.., N] is RVp

at the time of the start of Ti and TsVi[type] is the type
of the transaction i.e write/update. The timestamp
vector with an object Ok at m; signifies the timestamp
vector of the last transaction which modified o/. at TO,-
and is denoted as TsVloprf.

Consider two "time vectors" T1[1,...,N] and
T2[1,...,N], we define the relations: TI = T2, if V i
Tl[i] = T2[i]; and TI < T2, if V i Tl[i] <= T2[i]
and 3 j s.t. Tl[j] < T2[j]. Note, both iZVifl,..,!^] and
TsV^[l,..,N] are time vectors.

Thus there is a partial ordering on time vectors;
in case two time vectors are not related the corre-
sponding messages (transactions) can be said to have
'crossed' or occurred simultaneously in virtual time.
A crossing between transactions T; and Tj is denoted
as Ti ix Tj.

All operations are executed at the local database
copy as soon as they are issued by an user. A local
transaction or nonlocal write transaction's commit is
sent to the local database without any delay. A non-
local update transaction goes through a protocol (de-
fined later in this section), before it commits, to get
its ordering with respect to active update transactions
at other sites.

After transaction Ti initiated at m; commits suc-
cessfully send its log along with TsVi to other sites.

Vi is computed: RVi[i] - RVi[i] + 1; V j=l,..,N,
Vi [j] = RVi [j], TsVi [type] = type of Tt. (1)
We assume that a transaction's log carries all

causally dependent operations along with it. We en-
sure at all sites that an operation operi in a log is
executed only after the processing of all the opera-
tions which were executed before the starting of operi
at its originating site, i.e. all operations of a transac-

3 A message Ml causally precedes M2 if M2 is sent after
receiving Ml .

tion Tk such that TsVk < TsVi (such Ti are said to be
causally dependent on Tj.), are processed before the
processing of Ti at all sites. (2)

A relation between crossed transactions Ti and
Tj, denoted as TsVi<TsVj is defined as fol-
lows : Let k = m i , . . . , m p be the positions such
that TsVi[k] > TsVj[k] and n=6i , . . . ,&« be the
positions such that TsVj[n] > TsVi[n\. Now
TsVi<TsVj if max(mi,..,mp) < max(&i,..,&>) other-
wise TsVi>TsVj. (3)

Two conflicting transactions Ti and Tj are related
as Ti < Tj if TsVi < TsVj; here Ti also represents the
position of the transaction Ti in the global ordering of
the transactions. In case Ti ex Tj where Ti and Tj are
conflicting transactions of type 'write' then Ti < Tj
if TsVi<TsVj. If % is an 'update' transaction, Tj
is a write transaction and TsVi<TsVj then T; < Tj]
otherwise if there exists a write operation on o^ of
another write transaction Tj, such that TsVj < TsVi
and TsVh>TsVj then Ti > Tj else Ti < Tj. (4)

An operation on o^ in logj with TsVj received at
mi is reflected in single user mode if RVi < TsVj. If

Vi > TsVj then the operation is discarded. In case
Vi ix TsVj , logj is reflected if TsVj > TsVlopr?. In

case TsVj ex TsVloprf then the operation is reflected
only if Tj > Tlopr*. (5)

A site rrii after processing logj from site my up-
dates its receive vector: Vfc i?F;[&] = m&x(RVi[k},
TsVj[k}). Also, for an operation on oj. modified by
logj , order J,sti[ok] = log -order J,stj\ok\. (6)

2.2.1 Order ing of U p d a t e Transact ions

A nonlocal update transaction initiated at mi shall
collect a "vote" and order.tirnestamp for each mod-
ified object from their respective owners by sending
them a "vote" request, before committing. Each site
mi maintains an "order.timestamp" which is an in-
teger value, denoted as orderJ,sti[o^] for object Ok
to decide the ordering of update transactions, and
Nlisti such that NlisU[k] = 'TRUE' if mi has re-
ceived any vote request from site m^ or some other
site mj (which has received a vote request from rrik).
The order_timestamp of an object is updated on com-
mit of every update transaction which has modified
the object.

If an owner m,j votes 'yes' for o^ to mi then mi vali-
dates the vote only if order J,sti[c>k] = order JLstj[ok] —
1; otherwise m; invalidates the vote. A nonlocal
update transaction gets committed , if all the re-
ceived votes are valid, otherwise it is aborted. All the
concerned owners are also informed about the com-
mit/abort of a nonlocal update transaction. (7).
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An owner of an object process a "vote" request only
in single user mode to ensure that no local transaction
gets aborted because of the foreign update request.
(8).

A owner m^ of an object ok replies to a "vote" re-
quest by voting 'yes' along with orderJ,sti[ok] only if
ok is not locked, otherwise nn replies 'No'. After vot-
ing 'yes' for an object, the owner locks the object. A
lock on an object is released only on receiving com-
mit/abort for a transaction corresponding to a "vote"
request which has locked the object. (9).

The order J,sti[ok] is incremented either on success-
ful commit of a local transaction updating object ok

or on receiving commit for a foreign update transac-
tion which was voted 'yes' for ok. (10)

There is a potential for deadlock because a non-
local update transaction waits (does not send com-
mit/abort to database) until it gets responses for its
all "vote" requests. To avoid deadlock of nonlocal
update transactions, a nonlocal update transaction
initiated at m; shall send "vote" request only if V
sites mk which are aimed to send "vote "request,
Nlisti[k]= 'FALSE'. A nonlocal update transaction
sends Nlisti also along with "vote" request, and on re-
ceiving a "vote" request an owner rrij updates Nlistj
as: Vfc = l,..,N Nlistjlk] = Nlisti[k] OR Nlistj[k].
To maintain the consistency of Nlisti, rni replies 'No'
to every "vote" request received after sending a "vote"
request to a site, and it resumes receiving of "vote"
requests only after all nonlocal update transactions
initiated at m; have finished.

Note that in WARP, only nonlocal update trans-
actions, which are assumed to be rare, involve two
phase communication; first to collect the vote from
the owners of the objects accessed by nonlocal update
operations, and the second to send the transaction's
commit/abort to the requested owners. Therefore
WARP limits the communication delay for a transac-
tion to propagate its updates to other sites. Therefore
WARP can be implemented efficiently over wide area
network.

3 Database Consistency in WARP

Lemma 3.1 Conflicting update transactions are to-
tally ordered.

Proof: Local update transactions at a site are or-
dered by the local scheduler. A local transaction mod-
ifying an object is ordered with respect to a nonlocal
transaction modifying the object because of (8). Also

from (7), (9) and (10), atmost one of the crossed non-
local update transactions (updating atleast one com-
mon object) succeed in committing. •

Lemma 3.2 If Ti < Tj and Ti < Tk then T{ <Tk.

Proof If all T{,Tj and Tk are update or write trans-
actions then Lemma 3.1 and (3) respectively im-
plies Ti < Tk. For other possible combinations of
types of these transactions, the transitivity could be
proved on the basis of the following assertions de-
duced from (3) & (4). If Ti and Tj are of type write
and update respectively and TsVj <TsVk then triv-
ially Ti < Tk, otherwise TsVk<TsVj and V TsVj:
type(7W,)='write', TsV, < TsVj, TsVt<TsVk =>
3 TsVl : type(TsVi) ='write', TsVi<TsV^TsVk =»
Ti < Tk.

If Ti and Tj are of type update and write respec-
tively and TsVi<TsVj then trivially T{ < Tk, other-
wise TsVj<TsVi and V TsVf. type(TsFj) = 'write',
TsV, < TsVi, TsV^TsVj => either TsVk>TsVi or
TsVk<TsVi and V TsVr. TsV < TsVu TsVi<TsVk

T% <Tk.

Lemma 3.3 Consider a set S of transactions which
contains at least one modify operation. If all the
transactions in set S have been processed at all the
sites then,

V i=l,..,\ S | V j=l,..,\ S I V p=l,..,\ D | val(oi)=
val(cP) Further, val(op) is the value written by the
transaction which contains a modify operation on op

and is highest in the ordering (4) of the transactions
(val(6>p) is value of object ov at machine rrij).

Proof The equations (1) and (6) together ensures
that timestamp vector of transactions are unique and
are greater than all the transactions they causally de-
pend on. The order of execution of transactions at a
site is decided using (2) and (4). This implies together
with (5) that on each object, a transaction highest in
ordering (4) amongst all conflicting transactions com-
mitted so far does get reflected at all sites in S and
hence decides the final value of the object. •

4 Transparency:User:s View of WARP

In this section we show that in our scheme an
application program can view the parallel replicated
database system transparently as equivalent to a sin-
gle database system providing degree 2 transaction
isolation (i.e.committed nonrepeatable read).
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We define a graph: Directed Read From Graph
(DRFG), which consists of a vertex for each "com-
mitted" transaction and directed labeled edges which

i . i-i m set —of —objects r- . „ .

corresponds to causality: ±i > lj in trans-
action Ti reads from 7} or % starts at a site after the
reflection of Tj at the site. An edge %^>Tj is labeled
by a sequence of r(x) and ru{y) labels if T; reads val-
ues of objects 'x' and 'y' from Tj as operations r(x)
and u(w) (as defined in the model). The dependen-
cies between crossed transactions are introduced by
placing unlabeled edges between them using ordering
(4).

Property 4.1 The DRFG is acyclic - This can be
proved trivially from Lemma 3.2.

Property 4.2 If an edge T^Tj has a label if (x)
and Tj has modified object 'x', then Tj is highest in
the ordering of all transactions which has modified 'x'
but lower to Ti. - This can be proved by contradiction.

4.1 Algorithm to Get Level 1 Schedule

In this section, an algorithm is presented which
produces a schedule from a DRFG such that the
schedule goes through successfully (i.e. without
aborts) on a single database providing degree 2
isolation, with the same values being returned for
read/update operations as in the parallel replication
environment and the final value of all the data objects
being the same as at any of the multiple copies after
the processing of all the transactions . In other words,
committed transactions in the replicated environment
observe the same behaviour as if given in this order
to a single database providing degree 2 transaction
isolation.

The algorithm starts with a node Ti which has no
outgoing arcs from it. The nodes are processed in the
increasing order (4) of transactions. A node corre-
sponding to read-only transaction could be processed
at any time (there will be only outgoing edges from
such a node). The operations of T, which modify an
object (u>i(x) or Ui(x)) are added to the schedule fol-
lowed by commit(Ti) in the schedule. Next, Tj(x) such

that x G set-of -objects, for each Tj sct-°Llf>b:>ecU
 T%

are put in the schedule and the node Ti is removed
from the schedule. Continue untill DRFG is empty.

Lemma 4.1 The schedule obtained from the above
algorithm goes through successfully on a single
database providing degree 2 isolation.

Proof An operation on a degree 2 isolation database
aborts if it is either a dirty read, a dirty write or an
update operation that interleaves with another con-
flicting update operation. A read operation never

reads dirty value in the schedule because ri(x) read-
ing from Tj is put immediately after commit(2)). Also
the schedule does not have a dirty write and update
operations do not interleave in the schedule, because
T{ commits immediately after putting all its modify
operations. •

Theorem 4.1 Consider a prefix of the schedule
above, if all modify operations in the prefix, are pro-
cessed on all the sites in WARP then the value of
copies of an object at the sites which have processed
the operations is same as that of the single degree
2 isolation database scheduler after execution of this
prefix.

Proof In the schedule, the nodes are chosen in the or-
dering (4) , therefore the final value of an object is the
value written a modify operation, on the object, of a
transaction highest in the ordering (4) of transactions
in prefix. From Lemma 3.3 this holds also in WARP
at sites which have received all the operations in the
prefix. Because of (2) and Property 4.2 an update op-
eration on an object at all sites reads and writes value
same as at its originating site in both WARP and the
single database respectively. Also Lemma 4.1 ensures
that same operations are committed in both degree 2
isolation database and replicated system. •

Thus we observe:

Corollary 4.1 A 'read' operation (r(x) or ru(x) ) in
the schedule reads the same value as that read by the
'read' operation in the replication environment.

5 Performance

The WARP system has been implemented using
Sparc-10 workstations running Postgres [6] under So-
laris 2.4 as local database engines, and Parallel Vir-
tual Machine (PVM)4 [l] for message communication.
The database consists of four relational tables, each
with 10,000 records and is replicated physically on
four networked workstations. The file system is NFS,
however there are separate database files and engines
for each workstation. The transactions are generated
with exponentially distributed interarrival time. The
transactions are distributed uniformly among all the
sites.

The performance metrics measured are transac-
tion throughput and average response time. The av-
erage response time is obtained by averaging the re-
sponse time of all the transactions in the system. The

4PVM allows a heterogeneous network of parallel and se-
rial computers to appear as single concurrent computational
resource. It is developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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throughput is measured: the number of transactions
committed during a time period beween beginning of
transactions and the completions of all the transac-
tions divided by the time period. The performance <
of WARP system is compared against that of sin-
gle database system (SDS) for the same set of trans-
actions. Performance measurements are taken for a
mix of transactions containing 50% readonly transac-
tions and 50% update transactions out of which 90%
are local update transactions. Each update transac-
tion contains 50% read queries, 25% update queries
and 25% write queries. Figure 2 and 3 depicts
the variation of average response time and transac-
tion throughput with increase in the number of active
users (one transaction per user) for update (local and
nonlocal) transactions and readonly transactions re-
spectively in a mixed transaction environment. In the
SDS conflicting update transactions get aborted but
in WARP, atleast four (same as the number of ma-
chines) update transactions get committed. Also the
conflicting write transactions scheduled on different
machines may in fact succeed (because of overwrit-
ing mechanism for database consistency). Once again
WARP observes better performance than SDS: the
read-only transactions shown in Fig 3 show improved
response times in parallel. For update transactions,
WARP shows better throughput than SDS because in
latter update transactions aborts due to conflict while
in former at least 4 (number of database copies) trans-
actions are committed, i.e. the throughput is higher
in the parallel case.
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Figure 2: Update transactions in Mixed Transactions
Environment in WARP

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed an algorithm for
parallel transaction processing in a distributed repli-
cated database environment, using the ownership
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Figure 3: Read Only transactions in Mixed Transac-
tions Environment in WARP

model of applications and, which preserves the auton-
omy of local databases. We have also proven that the
replication is transparent to a user of the system, i.e.
an application can view the WARP as equivalent to a
single database system with deigree 2 transaction iso-
lation. A prototype has been implemented and tested
on four machines. Experiments show that average re-
sponse time observed in WARF1 system is significantly
lower than that observed on single database for read
only transactions. Additionally, in a mixed transac-
tion environment, there is improvement in transaction
throughput over the single database case.
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